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Data from a dense network of 69 daily precipitation gauges over the island of Crete and cyclone climatological analysis overmiddle-
eastern Mediterranean are combined in a statistical approach to develop a rain diagnostic model. Regarding the dataset, 0.5 ×
0.5, 33-year (1979–2011) European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalysis (ERA-Interim) is used. The
cyclone tracks and their characteristics are identified with the aid of Melbourne University algorithm (MS scheme). The region of
interest is divided into a grid mesh and for each grid the probability of rain occurrence from passing cyclones is estimated. Such
probability maps are estimated for three rain intensity categories. The probability maps are evaluated for random partitions of the
data as well as for selected rain periods. Cyclones passing south of Italy are found to have greater probability of producing light
rain events in Crete in contrast to medium and heavy rain events which are mostly triggered by cyclones of southern trajectories.
The performance of the probability maps is very satisfactory, recognizing the majority of “affecting” cyclones and rejecting most
cyclones that do not trigger rain events. Statistical measures of sensitivity and specificity range between 0.5 and 0.8 resulting in
effective forecasting potential.

1. Introduction

The growth of popularity, tourism, and industry in the
Mediterranean region increases its sensitivity to the impact
of natural disasters such as floods and landslides [1, 2].
In addition, the complex topography of the Mediterranean
region characterized by its orography and coastlines is
vulnerable to cyclone formation or “cyclogenesis” [3–5].
Cyclones and rainfall are strongly associated [1, 6] especially
in the Mediterranean where they have a great contribution
in organizing the low-level flow and moisture and as such
feeding the precipitation systems [2, 7].

It has been subject of numerous researchers to analyze
the relationship of rain with cyclones in the Mediterranean
region. The majority of studies agree that cyclones’ attributes
and frequency influence precipitation regime. Both Hawcroft
et al. [8] and Catto et al. [9] agree that most of the total
precipitation in the northern hemisphere is triggered by

extratropical cyclones. The same verification holds for the
south hemisphere according to Papritz et al. [10] who found
that 60%–90% of “strong” precipitation is triggered by those
systems. Extreme rainfall is also connected with cyclonic
circulation patterns. Jansa et al. [11] found that heavy rain
events (>60mm/day) gauged in differentMediterranean sites
are associated with cyclones’ appearance in the wider area.
In addition, Reale and Lionello [2] observed that there is a
higher probability to detect a cyclone within a distance of
20∘ (about 2000 km) for intense precipitation events at 15
Mediterranean coastal locations. The Mediterranean rainfall
decrease especially during the winter is found to be related
with cyclones’ frequency decline [12]. Changes in cyclonic
circulation patterns also are responsible for precipitation
amount and occurrence according to an analysis over the
Greek territory [13]. In addition, regarding future climate sce-
narios, changes of precipitation are consistent with changes in
cyclonic activity [5, 14].
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Figure 1: Analysis procedure diagram.

Many algorithms and software packages have been devel-
oped for the identification of the cyclones and their tracking.
The intercomparison of midlatitude storm diagnostics (IMI-
LAST) team has evaluated 15 different algorithms of cyclone
identification and tracking for the same dataset and found
inconsistencies among the schemes for both reanalysis (ERA-
Interim) and model simulations (ECHAM5/OM1) concern-
ing variables such as the number of identified cyclones,
cyclone frequency, and life cycle [15, 16].

Being an important driver for precipitation, cyclones
have been thoroughly investigated with respect to their
lifetime, frequency, evolution, and origin. Campins et al. [7]
investigated the climatology of Mediterranean cyclones for a
45-year period (1957–2002) pointing out the gulf of Genoa
and Cyprus as two important cyclogenetic regions along with
regions in North Africa, the Iberian peninsula, the Aegean
sea, and the Algerian sea. In this study seasonal variabilities
are identified in agreement with other studies [4, 17–21]
noting significant difference in cyclones’ frequency. In both
Nissen et al. [22] and Flocas et al. [19] a negative trend in
western cyclonic systems is identified in contrast to eastern
Mediterranean where a small increase can be observed. With
regards to cyclone development, Rudeva and Gulev [23]
found that for cyclones of the northern hemisphere over the
period 1948–2004, cyclone size (radius) is a crucial parameter
affecting cyclone lifetime and intensity. In this direction with
the aid of MS scheme Simmonds [24] shows how the cyclone
radius grows through the life of a cyclone.

Motivated from the fact that precipitation is closely
related to cyclone presence and that a great effort has been
made for the proper comprehension of the cyclonic systems,
this work suggests a simple probabilistic model based on
the statistical analysis of cyclones, for rain prediction. Our
methodology is based on the estimation of probabilities on
a gridded area of analysis concerning the cyclone passages
and their association to recorded rain events. The estimated
so-called “probability maps” are then used as drivers to
give a prediction for a potential rain event. The verification

procedures used here are the measures of sensitivity (referred
to as probability of detection in other studies), specificity
(also referred as false alarm ratio), and accuracy [25, 26].
The proposed methodology is evaluated on middle-eastern
Mediterranean region for the rain events of the island of
Crete, Greece.

2. Data and Methodology

The main objective of this work is the estimation of spatial
probability maps of cyclones responsible for rain events. In
addition, a statistical approach is evaluated for rain events
forecasting. The statistical analysis is extended including
conditional cyclones characteristics such as cyclone intensity,
depth, and radius. Figure 1 presents a brief diagrammatic
overview of the procedure. In a nutshell, during the first step
of the analysis three independent procedures take place. (a)
Rain categories are selected according to specific percentiles
(depending on the application, 50th, 95th, and 99.5th in our
case), (b) cyclones and their characteristics are recognized
with a selected algorithm (MS scheme in this work), and
(c) the selected area of interest is partitioned in grid cells of
preferred resolution (0.5 × 0.5 deg. of lat. here). Temporal and
spatial information of the cyclones and the area partition are
evaluated for the cyclones’ grouping and rain-cyclone features
are examined to associate the two physical processes. The
probability values are computed for each grid cell according
to the rain-cyclone association leading to the formation of
the respective probability maps. The final step of the analysis
concerns rain forecast verification using the cyclone statistics
of the probability maps and the original cyclone data.

2.1. Data. In the present analysis we use the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
ERA-Interim reanalysis dataset for the period between 1979
and 2011. The ERA-Interim data are of 6-hour temporal
resolution at base times 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC and
have a regular latitude-longitude with a spatial resolution of
0.5∘ × 0.5∘. The field of mean sea-level pressure (MSLP) is
analyzed for the identification of the cyclones’ positions and
parameters as well as their tracks. Investigated are autumn,
winter, and spring covering the months from September to
May. Summer period is excluded from the analysis as there
is negligible rainfall over Crete. The cyclones are treated as a
whole in time and not seasonally grouped which is expected
to be investigated in our subsequent work. Seasonality con-
sideration is expected to lead to different results regarding
to the fact that the majority of rain events in Crete occur
during winter. The domain of study for the detection and
identification of the cyclones includes part of the middle-
easternMediterranean area and extends between 4∘–33∘E and
32∘–43∘N.

The area of interest according to the rain events is Crete
which is enclosed within the domain of 23.4∘–26.4∘E and
34.8∘–35.7∘N. The domain of study and Crete boundary
are shown in Figure 2. Precipitation records in Crete were
obtained for 69 daily gauging stations, compiled and quality
controlled by the Directorate of Water of the Decentralized
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Figure 2: The domain of study including part of middle-eastern Mediterranean. Noted is Crete for which rain events are investigated.

Administration of Crete. Flood events affecting Crete are
also investigated, selected from several flood events databases
(http://ceogis-floods.web.auth.gr/) for which more informa-
tion can be found in [27–29].

2.2. Cyclone Tracking. Cyclones are detected using the Mel-
bourne University finding and tracking scheme (from now
on referred to as MS scheme) based on the quasi-Lagrangian
perspective [30, 31]. MS scheme works with PMSL fields
projected on a polar stereographic grid with the aid of bicubic
splines.The identification of possible search areas is achieved
by looking for maxima of the pressure gradient, an approach
similar to vorticity maxima identification. Thereafter, pres-
sure minima are identified in the selected areas. This strategy
gives the advantage of finding both close and open cyclones
which is of great importance because cyclones develop during
their life cycle. Hence, missing open lows could lead to time
series break of a cyclone system. Hope et al. [32] developed
a frontal analysis scheme based on MS scheme for the better
identification of open cyclone-precipitation association due
to the fact that open depressions’ identification is of great
importance as they are usually associated with rainfall.

Cyclone radius, depth, and intensity are retrieved from
MS scheme and are calculated according to the following
formulas.

Cyclone radius is estimated as

𝑅
2

=

1

𝑁
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𝑖=1

𝑟
2

𝑖

, (1)

where 𝑟
𝑖
is the distance of the radial line from the cyclone

center to the points at which the Laplacian of the pressure
is zero.𝑁 concerns the number of the radial lines drawn for
every 20∘ [30, 33].

The Laplacian of the central pressure ∇2𝑃 appropriately
describes cyclone intensity [30, 33, 34]. Cyclone depth 𝐷 is a

measure proportional of pressure gradient and radius given
by
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1

4
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2.3. Cyclone-Rain Association. The cyclones identified with
the aid of MS scheme need to be associated with specific rain
events in the region of interest. Cyclone-rain association is
achieved with temporal and spatial information analysis of
cyclone and rain records.

Two definitions of cyclones state were adopted in terms
of their temporal evolution over the domain of the study.
From this point on, “hitting” cyclones are defined as the
cyclones at a specific time-point of their track that at the same
time are responsible for rain occurrence over Crete. Thus,
“hitting” cyclones have both temporal and spatial relation
with the recorded rain event, as follows in the description.
The second definition characterizes the cyclones that within
the track evolution at some subsequent point will affect the
area of interest by producing rain and will be referred to as
“affecting” cyclones. If a cyclone is characterized as “hitting”
(rain producing) at some point within its track, then at its
previous points the same cyclone is an “affecting” cyclone,
which will eventually trigger a rain event over Crete.

Temporally, cyclone characteristics (like center) are esti-
mated every 6 hours while rain records are daily. Hence, the
cyclones between two successive rain recordings are those
that potentially trigger the second rain event. According
to the 50th, 95th, and 99.5th percentiles of daily rainfall
accumulation, rain events are divided in three rain categories
of light, medium, and heavy rain, corresponding to 8.5, 47.3,
and 106mm/day, respectively.The rain thresholds used in this
study are 10, 50, and 100mm/day in terms of simplicity, which
approximately correspond to the exact values and occur after
“dry” records of less than 1mm/day are excluded from the
analysis. A rain event is defined when rainfall of more than
1mm is recorded for at least one of the 69 stations of Crete.
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Another important aspect of rainfall-cyclone association
is the cyclone center location in relation to the area of
interest (Crete). The “sufficient affecting” distance between
the cyclone center and this region should be less than the
cyclone’s radius. A rectangular boundary (Figure 2) enclosing
the area of interest is defined and Euclidian distance between
the cyclone center and the boundary is estimated and com-
pared to cyclone radius in order to define the specific cyclone
as “hitting,” and thus practically associated with the recorded
rain event over Crete. More complex distance measures are
not considered due to inconsistencies of the tracking scheme
with regards to the cyclone center location and its radius.
Also, distance is not measured directly from the cyclone
center to the exact gauging station because cyclone structure
is not an exact circle so considering the exact distance could
lead to loss of information.

2.4. Spatial Probability Maps. In order to estimate the prob-
ability of a cyclone detected within middle-eastern Mediter-
ranean area to trigger rain events in the area of Crete we use
a 0.5 × 0.5 grid mesh. Passing cyclones are assigned to each
grid according to their center coordinates (longitude-latitude
values compared to the grid’s boundaries). Probabilities
concern the number of cyclones affecting Crete to the total
number of cyclones and are estimated for every cell according
to

Pr
𝑐,rc =

AC
𝑐,rc

TC
𝑐,rc
, (3)

where Pr
𝑐,rc is the probability of a cyclone passing over cell 𝑐

to affect the area of interest with a rc rain category event. AC
corresponds to the number of affecting cyclones and TC to
the total number of cyclones. Both of these are estimated for
every grid and for every rain category.

Another probability measure applied is that of weighted-
normalized probability (WNP) which is estimated by multi-
plying Pr

𝑐,rc with the number of cyclones𝐶.The result is then
normalized to range between 0 and 1 over the total number
of cells for each rain category:

WNP
𝑐,rc =

Pr
𝑐,rc ∗ 𝐶𝑐,rc

max
𝑐
(Pr
𝑐,rc ∗ 𝐶𝑐,rc)

. (4)

In addition probability maps are estimated for cyclones
having extreme characteristics. The characteristics of depth,
intensity, and radius are constrained to be greater than their
mean value plus two times their variance which corresponds
to 2.3%of the data, considering normal distribution, and even
less in distributions of positive skew.

2.5. Forecast Verification. Spatial probability maps are tested
with statistical measures of sensitivity, specificity, and accu-
racy which show the performance of cyclone matching to
the rain events. 10-fold cross-validation combined with 100
Monte Carlo simulation results in 1000 different test and train
datasets for this testing. More specifically, with 10-fold cross-
validation the dataset is randomly grouped in 10 different
classes consisting of full cyclone tracks.These 10 experimental

Table 1: Types of probability maps.

“NoCri”: Simple probability maps (no extra criteria).

“3Cri”:
Simple probability maps complementary to
constrained probability maps on depth, radius,
and intensity (criteria on cyclone selection).

“WN”: WNP maps.

“WN3Cri”: WNP maps complementary to WNP constrained
probability maps on depth, radius, and intensity.

“NoCri + WN”: Simple probability maps complementary to WNP
maps.

datasets correspond to 10 experiments that for each one of the
classes is used as a test dataset and the remaining 9 as a train
dataset. The procedure is repeated 100 times in terms of the
well-known Monte Carlo simulation.

The criterion for a cyclone to be considered as “affecting”
depends on a probability threshold. If the cyclone center is
located in a grid cell whose estimated probability (in the
probability map) is higher than the defined threshold, then
the cyclone is considered to be an “affecting” cyclone. The
threshold is optimized to give the higher values to the three
statistical measures of sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy.
Whenmore than one probabilitymaps are taken into account
to decide the effectiveness of a cyclone, each map has a
positive impact on the decision of whether the cyclone affects
Crete or not; in other words each map gives a positive “vote.”
More specifically, if at least one of themaps gives a probability
value over the defined threshold (positive vote) then the
decision is that the cyclone is an “affective” cyclone that will
eventually “hit” Crete. Five different probabilitymaps (simple
or combinations) are investigated (Table 1).

Once a cyclone at a specific point of the track is found to
be affective according to the estimated probability maps, this
track is considered as an affecting pathway thatwill eventually
“hit” Crete. According to whether this decision is true or
false, the statistical measures of sensitivity, specificity, and
accuracy are estimated, constituting well-known verification
procedures [25, 26].

The following terms need to be defined in order to present
sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy (Table 2).

Sensitivity measure is given by

𝑆 =

TP
P
=

TP
TP + FN

, (5)

where sensitivity 𝑆 is the ratio of true positives to all the
real positive values, recognized or not as positive. Sensitivity
indicates the cyclone probability map’s ability to identify rain
events. The higher the sensitivity the more cyclones causing
rain events are identified.

The formula describing specificity is given by

SP = TN
N
=

TN
TN + FP

, (6)

where specificity SP is the ratio of true negatives to all the
real negative values, recognized or not as negative. Specificity
indicates the cyclone probability map’s ability to correctly
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Table 2: Sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy definition terms.

True Positive (TP): The cyclone produces rain and the test is
positive.

False Positive (FP): The cyclone does not produce rain but the
test is positive.

True Negative (TN): The cyclone does not produce rain and the
test is negative.

False Negative (FN): The cyclone does produce rain but the test is
negative.

Positive (P): Sum of TP and FN.
Negative (N): Sum of TN and FP.

reject the hypothesis that a cyclone causes a rain event. The
higher the specificity the more cyclones not causing rain
events are identified.

Lastly, accuracy is given by

AC = TP + TN
P +N

=

TP + TN
TN + TN + FP + FN

. (7)

So accuracy AC is the ratio of the correct positive and
negative choices made from the cyclone probability map to
the whole cyclone population.

3. Results/Discussion

3.1. Distribution of Affecting and Hitting Cyclones. The com-
bined number of “hitting” and “affecting” cyclones for the
1979–2011 period is presented in Figure 3. For light rain events
the majority of responsible cyclones are located over north
Levantine Basin (east of Crete), over the Aegean Sea (north),
and over Ionian Sea (northwest) of Crete. For medium and
heavy rain events, the related cyclonic activity is found
further south. Cyclones causing medium rain are primarily
located east of Crete.This is lessmarked for heavy rain, where
cyclones seem to be uniformly distributed around Crete. The
number of identified affecting and hitting cyclones are in
agreement with the findings of Kouroutzoglou et al., [35]
regarding the frequency of explosive events developed in
eastern Mediterranean, who also found that that almost 55%
of the events occur during winter and no cases in summer,
supporting our exclusion of summer period. Obviously, the
number of cyclones gets smaller for rain events of greater
accumulation, as the majority of rain events are of light rain
category (50th–95th percentile) and very few are in medium
rain category (99,5th percentile).

The probability of a “hitting” cyclone as well as WNP
measure for the 1979–2011 period is illustrated in Figure 4.
The probability of a passing cyclone to “hit” Crete is higher
when passing south of Crete, which gets more profound for
greater rain accumulation. On the other hand, the corre-
sponding weighted probability emphasizes regions east of
Crete as “hitting” hotspots. Again here hotspots are moved
south of Crete for greater rain accumulations.

The corresponding results for “affecting” cyclones for the
same period are presented in Figure 5. As it is expected,
“affecting” cyclones are in bigger distance than the “hitting”
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Figure 3: Number of “affecting” and “hitting” cyclones for the time
period 1979–2011 for (1) light, (2)medium, and (3)heavy rain events.

cyclones. Cyclones passing south of Italy have greater prob-
ability of affecting Crete. The “affecting” cyclones’ pathways
are concentrated southerly, over western Ionian Basin, for
medium and especially heavy rain events. ForWNPmeasure,
hotspots can be distinguished on the maps as more “location
specific” areas. The western Ionian Sea region south of Italy
stands out for light rain as an important hotspot, as both the
cyclone probability to affect Crete and the number of cyclones
(Figure 2) are high in this case. For both medium and heavy
rain, hotspots are shifted south and theweighted probabilities
are lower compared to the ones of the light rain events.
These high probabilities located at the boundaries between
central and eastern Mediterranean are in correspondence
with the findings of Kouroutzoglou et al. [36] that the upper
levels (500 hPa) maximum intensity and size of the explosive
cyclones and the maximum geostrophic vorticity at 500 hPa
in the Mediterranean are formed at the same area.

Figure 6 illustrates the estimated probability maps for
“affecting” cyclones constrained on the extreme values (upper
tails) of their depth, radius, and intensity. The regions where
“affecting” cyclones have higher probabilities are distributed
relevant to those of Figure 5. Probabilities in this case are
higher suggesting that cyclones with extreme characteristics
are more likely to affect Crete. For light rain a robust pattern
of affecting cyclone activity is observed in the wider southern
Italy region for all cyclone characteristics’ constrains. Heavy
rain events are associated with extreme cyclones passing over
south Ionian Basin, a finding in great correspondence with
the results of Kouroutzoglou et al. [36] that the greater depth
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Figure 4: Spatial probability maps (a) and weighted-normalized probability maps (WNP) (b) of “hitting” cyclones for the time period 1979–
2011 for (1) light, (2)medium, and (3) heavy rain events.

values of surface explosive cyclones are found in the southern
Ionian Sea and Gulf of Syrte and western Crete (boundaries
between the central and eastern Mediterranean).

3.2. Validation Testing of Probability Maps. The forecasting
potentials of the probability maps are tested with random
partition of the dataset in testing and training groups.
Probability maps are also validated for specific time periods
in which flood events are documented in Crete.

Figure 7 presents the validation results, evaluating the
probability maps alone or combined for the three rain
categories. The probability thresholds are selected to give the
optimal results for the three statistical measures of sensitivity,
specificity, and accuracy. For the selected probability thresh-
olds, the mean of all probability map methods for each rain
category gives results greater than 0.6 for all three statistical
measures. When it comes to choose between sensitivity and
specificity optimization, sensitivity is preferred to achieve the
optimal values (close to one). This is crucial, especially for
medium and heavy rain events, because sensitivity represents
cyclones identified to affect Crete during their passage.
Medium and heavy rain events are important to be forecasted
so as to give a proper alarm for potential flooding.

For light rain events, the selected threshold for the
probabilities is 0.3. Simple probability map “NoCri” achieves

the best specificity results (0.7) and the lowest sensitivity
results (0.56). On the contrary, “NoCri + WN” has the
lowest specificity (<0.6) and sensitivity reaches 0.8. The most
balanced results are achieved with “WN” and “WN3Cri”
in which sensitivity is 0.73 and specificity 0.65. For these
probability maps accuracy is also satisfactory reaching 0.67.

The results concerning medium rain are obtained for a
0.2 probability threshold, over which cyclones are considered
as “affecting.” “NoCri” and “3Cri” favor specificity reaching
0.8 and 0.75 correspondingly. “WN” and “WN3Cri” are those
considered most satisfactory giving sensitivity results greater
than 0.7 and specificity-accuracy beyond 0.6.

For heavy rain events, the optimal results are obtained for
the lowest threshold value (0.1) compared to the other two
rain categories. All probability maps give very good results
for this threshold. Especially, “3Cri” and “WN3Cri” achieve
sensitivity close to 0,8 and specificity-accuracy reaching 0,7.

Generally, satisfactory results are achieved with “WN” for
all rain categories. “NoCri” is the stricter one in sensitivity
and favors specificity while “NoCri + WN” does the exact
opposite, favoring sensitivity. “3Cri” relaxes the probabilities
giving higher sensitivity results than “NoCri” and the same
holds for “WN3cri” compared to “WN”.

In addition to testing random partitions of data to
validate the probability maps forecasting potentials, certain
rain periods that correspond to storms leading to flood events
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Figure 5: Spatial probability maps (a) and weighted-normalized probability maps (WNP) (b) of “affecting” cyclones for the time period
1979–2011 for (1) light, (2)medium, and (3) heavy rain events.

are also tested and the results are presented in Figure 8. In
this case, the preselected rain periods are tested with both
the global probability thresholds obtained from the random
testing and with the optimal thresholds found for the specific
events. In both light and heavy rain the results are better
for stricter probability thresholds (thresholds higher than
those found in random testing) which is expected because in
the selected periods the majority of tracks concern “hitting”
cyclones. On the contrary, when data partition is random,
tracks concerning rain events are much less so in order to
“catch” them the probability thresholds have to be relaxed.
The relaxed thresholds in this case have very satisfactory
results in sensitivity reaching even 0.8 though specificity
hardly reaches 0.6 in a few cases. Only for medium rain the
thresholds are found to be identical in both random testing
and the specified rain periods.

In more detail, for light rain using the global threshold,
sensitivity reaches 0.8 with “3Cri” probability map evaluation
and sensitivity 0.5. “3Cri” probability map, using 0.5 as
probability threshold, approaches 0.7 in sensitivity and 0.8
in specificity. For medium rain events, good results are
obtained with all probability maps combinations. However,
“NoCri,” “3Cri,” and “WN” achieve the optimal balance in
the statistical measures of interest. Sensitivity reaches and
exceeds 0.8 and specificity ranges between 0.6 and 0.8. Finally,
very satisfactory results in sensitivity are obtained for heavy
rain events outreaching 0.8 for both 0.1 and 0.2 probability

thresholds. For the global threshold (0.1), specificity ranges
between 0.5 and 0.6 while the calibrated threshold (0.2)
obtains specificity results reaching 0.8.

All in all, global probability thresholds give very satisfac-
tory results in sensitivity though the rain period calibrated
thresholds improve specificity. Also, “WN” in all cases obtains
outstanding results in the statistical measures. Generally,
“NoCri” is the most rigorous probability map giving the
lowest sensitivity and highest specificity results and “NoCri
+ WN” is the most relaxed probability map giving the
highest sensitivity and lowest specificity results. The rest of
the probability maps give results in-between.

4. Conclusions

In the present study, we have estimated the probabilities of
middle-eastern Mediterranean cyclones to affect Crete with
rain of specific daily accumulation for the period 1979–2011.
Probability maps of simple and weighted probabilities are
estimated for the gridded area of study which are thereafter
evaluated for their rain forecasting potentials suggesting an
alternative rain diagnostic model.

The detection of the cyclones and their tracks as well as
cyclone characteristics such as depth, intensity, and radius, is
achieved with the application of MS scheme. Cyclones and
rain events recorded in the gauging stations are matched
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Figure 6: Spatial probability maps of “affecting” cyclones for the time period 1979–2011.The cyclones used are constrained on their (a) depth,
(b) radius, and (c) intensity for (1) light, (2)medium, and (3) heavy rain events.
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Figure 7: Validation results (sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy) for the probability maps alone and in combinations for the three rain
categories. In parentheses are the probability thresholds over which a cyclone is grouped as “affecting.”

according to cyclone position relative to Crete. The simple
and weighted probabilities of cyclones to affect Crete are
then estimated according to the number of affecting cyclones
over the total number of cyclones for each grid cell. In
order to evaluate the probability maps of affecting cyclones,
the cyclone dataset is partitioned in random groups of test
and train data and with the use of sensitivity, specificity
and accuracy measures are investigated their forecasting
potentials. The generalization of the forecast verification of
the probability maps is achieved via Monte Carlo simulation
(x100) combined with 10-fold cross-validation obtaining a
satisfactory number of independent experiments. The prob-
ability maps are also evaluated for recorded cases of well-
known floods in Crete.

The higher probabilities of affecting cyclones are found
south of Italy. Generally, greater daily rain accumulations are
triggered by cyclones located in southern regions compared
to lower daily rain accumulations.With regards to forecasting
verification of the probability maps, sensitivity, specificity,
and accuracy measures range between 0.6 and 0.8 for the
random experiments. Probability maps are estimated using
different probability measures on all cyclones or part of
them according to the extreme values of their characteristics
(radius, depth, and intensity). The probability maps are
evaluated alone or in combination giving very efficient results
for the tree statistical measures used, in all cases. According

to the probability thresholds selected and how strict (high
probability threshold) or relaxed (high probability threshold)
they are sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy obtain lower or
higher scores.The selected probability thresholds over which
a cyclone is characterized as affecting optimize the majority
of the statistical measures for the different combinations in
the probability maps. A statistical measure of great interest
is that of sensitivity, especially for heavy rain events, as it
identifies rain events giving a warning for potential hazards.
The evaluation of specific flood events in Crete also gives
promising results reaching in many cases 0.8 in sensitivity
and specificity measures.

The scientific community has made a great effort for the
study of cyclone climatology [3–5]. Researchers have proved
the strong relation between cyclones appearance and precip-
itation events [5, 13, 14]. In this study, we make one further
step, by evaluating the forecasting potential of cyclonic sys-
tems alone with the estimation of simple probabilities of rain
occurrence. Results could serve as useful-complementary
information when combined with other forecasting tools and
methods.
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Figure 8: Validation results for specific flood events.The first column is for the probability thresholds (in parenthesis) found to have the best
validation results in Figure 7 (global thresholds) and the second column is for the thresholds having the best validation results for the specific
flood events.
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